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NEXT GENERATION CASE MANAGEMENT
The use of an effective case management system has been proven to deliver up to 40% efficiency savings for your team. For
many years INTEC have been synonymous with market leading case management solutions. Taking our core values of user
friendly interfaces and advanced customisation options INCASE365 is the next generation in our well established INCASE
brand.








Unlimited subjects

User defined fields, and drop down menus
User defined processes
Flexible user interface
Secure web based platform
Suitable for any type of investigation team

Whether you are a small investigation team looking for a cost effective solution, an organisation looking to take your first steps
into the case management or a well established team looking for something new and innovative then INCASE365 is for you.
INCASE365 is a system that you configure to support and enhance your investigation processes rather than a solution that
dictates how you work.

UNLIMITED SUBJECTS AND PROCESSES
INCASE365 is built in such a way that the users can decide what subjects are needed for investigations (e.g. People,
Addresses, Organisations) you also decide what data you collate on each subject and how they link to other parts of the
system. When it comes to other processes such as diary events, outcomes, time records and more the users have the ability
to build these is at any point.

POWERFUL INTELLIGENCE DATABASE
INCASE365 builds all cases based on a range of subjects including; Cases, People,
Addresses, Organisations, Vehicles and Accounts. The ability to use or hide as many of
these subjects as you need means that our solution will fully meet the needs of any user/
team.
INCASE365 will also allow multiple links between subjects resulting in more accurate
recording of investigations (i.e. Cases can have multiple People, Addresses linked to 1
record, which means reporting is far more accurate).

